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170 KVA Generator 
Set up / Start up Instructions 

 

Scope of Works 
 
SET UP 
 
Place generator and fuel pod on a clear, stable level site 

1. Check all OIL,WATER and FUEL levels are correct 
2. Connect the fuel line marked with the RED taped ends to the low RED taped 

fitting under the fuel pod and low RED fitting in the left hand side door of 
generator 

3. Connect the fuel line marked with the WHITE taped ends to the high WHITE 
taped fitting on top of the fuel pod and high WHITE fitting in the left hand side 
door of generator 

4. When the generator is not in use please make sure the yellow shut off value 
under the fuel pod is in the off position. 

5. Install temporary fencing securely around generator and fuel pod  
 

 
 

START UP 
 

1. Check all OIL,WATER and FUEL levels are correct 
2. Make sure the yellow shut off value under the fuel pod is in the on position. 
3. Unplug or turn off any power load 
4. Turn on the RED isolating switch above the batteries in the right hand side door 
5. Open the End door and turn the BLUE nob to Manual ( Wait 5/10 sec) and 

generator will automatically start. 
6. Secure temporary fencing around generator and fuel pod  

 
 
 

SHUT DOWN 
 

1. Unplug or turn off any power load 
2. Wait 1 min open the End door and turn the BLUE nob to OFF and generator will 

stop. 
3. Turn OFF the RED isolating switch above the batteries in the right hand side 

door 
4. When the generator is not in use please make sure the yellow shut off value 

under the fuel pod is in the OFF position.  

5. Secure temporary fencing around generator and fuel pod  

 

 

 


